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HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY, MARKET EXCHANGE AND THE RISE 
OF CAPITALISM IN THE CONNECTICUT VALLEY, 1800-1860. 

The rise of capitalism in the rural North involved two distinct but interrelated 
economic and social transformations. There was, on the one hand, a shift from 
local self-sufficiency in food and clothing toward increased dependence on 
outside markets for the sale and purchase of produce. On the other, control of 
manufacturing activity was removed from independent household producers 
into the hands of entrepreneurs, and the process begun of concentrating indus- 
try in workshops and factories. Each of these changes took a long time to 
complete, but, at least in the settled regions of the Northeast, the six decades 
from 1800 to the start of the Civil War witnessed the crucial phase of the 
process. It was then that the magnitude of the transformation became apparent, 
and then that contemporaries began to speculate on its effects-to talk, as 
Horace Bushnell did in 1851, of the "complete revolution of domestic life and 
manners" that was under way.l 

When we seek the explanation for these changes, however, we are faced with 
a curious problem in the historical literature. While the economic history of 
ante-bellum New England has been adequately described, and while we now 
know a great deal about colonial society, there has up to now been relatively 
little written on the complex social processes involved in the development of 
early l9th century capitalism, particularly insofar as these affected the coun- 
tryside. This is not to say that there is lack of explanations as to how the 
transformation came about. The most common of these integrates interpreta- 
tions both of late colonial history and of early national economic development. 
It posits the existence of a predominantly profit-oriented rural culture in the 
18th century, rooted in independent landholding and a significant degree of 
production for market, and based on individualistic values engendered particu- 
larly by the Great Awakening. While the level of economic development and 
available technology remained low, the entrepreneurial character of the rural 
population was not fully realized, but with the upheavals of the Revolutionary 
period, the growth of international and domestic trade in the ensuing fifty 
years, and in particular wsth the transportation revolution of the first half of the 
19th century, the potential for capitalist enterprise was at last released, and the 
changes that we have noted given full force.2 Recently, however, there has been 
an upsurge of work that in various ways criticizes this view. Two recent articles 
in particular, viewing rural society in its own terms rather than in those of the 
capitalist society that later grew out of it, and draw ng on the agricultural 
histories of Bidwell, Shumacher and Danhof, have highlighted the need for a 
reinterpretation of early l9th century social history. Michael Merrill, describing 
the household mode of production in the late colonial period, has argued that 
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most rural output was for family or local consumption, that involvement in the 
market was usually limited, but that a complex network of exchange relations 
existed within each rural community. Production was geared not to profit but to 
needs. This in turn generated a rural culture as much concerned with co- 
operation as with individual advancement and therefore less ripe for entre- 
preneurial development than the earlier interpretation had suggested. James 
Henretta, expanding the critique of the significance of the profit motive, has 
further argued that the single most important feature of rural culture was the 
strength of family values-the desire to transmit accumulated property and 
beliefs from one generation to another and the conservation of family interests. 
Moreover, this set of values remained significant far into the l9th century. < 

The merit of Merrill's and Henretta's arguments lies in part in their ability to 
explain many of the features of rural life and culture in the 18th and early l9th 
centuries, but also in the fact that they accord due weight to the role of forces 
within local society in bringing about economic and social change. Theirs is a 
more convincing picture than that of latent entrepreneurship simply waiting 
for the "rise of the national market' and the "transportation revolution" to 
link it up with the outside world. They have not assumed the inevitability of the 
changes which were brought about, but have presented them as a product of 
conscious action, of struggle and uncertainty. But a major problem remains- 
if local society was not profit-oriented at first, and if the household and family 
interests were at the core of economic existence, then how did the rise of 
capitalist production come about? MThat processes did produce the result? This 
essays seeks to suggest an answer to this problem by examining the role of 
household production and family interests in the transformation of a particular 
region-the Connecticut Valley section of Hampshire County in Massachus- 
etts, an area containing Northampton! the county seat, and the towns surround- 
ing it. l 

The extension of market relations was already under way in the Connecticut 
Valley by 1800, but it was more rapid after that date than at any time before. 
The improvement of existing roads, the building of turnpikes and the introduc- 
tion of stage routes had begun in the last decade of the 18th century, together 
with the improvement of the Connecticut River by the building of canals at 
South Hadley and at Turner's Falls. During the l9th century the construction 
of the New Haven - Northampton canal and the building of the first railroads in 
the 1840s and l850s would complete a revolution in the region's communica- 
tions with outside markets. But changes were occurring within the region also. 
From the 1780s onwards a small number of local individuals began to peddle 
surplus produce and other goods to neighboring communities and as time went 
on there were an increasing number of references to itinerant traders in the 
area.5 But beyond this, long-term changes were beginning which would set both 
agriculture and manufacturing in the region on a market-oriented basis to an 
extent that they had never been before. 

Although it had long been known as an exporter of wheat, beef and timber 
products, by 1800 the proportion of the Valley's total agricultural output that 
was shipped elsewhere was still small. Indeed, Clarence Danhof has suggested 
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that as late as 1820 perhaps as little as 25 per cent of local output was available 
for export.(' Similarly, except for such items as salt and sugar the bulk of the 
Valley's food supply was locally grown. With increasing rapidity as the l9th 
century went on, this pattern changed, and the region's inhabitants became 
involved in the marketplace both as exporters and as consumers of agricultural 
goods. The number of farmers involved in fattening cattle for the Boston 
market grew significantly, for example, as did the size of their herds. In 
Hatfield and Hadley in the 1790s it was unusual for one farmer to sell as many 
as eight or ten animals in a year. By the 1850s some farmers were fattening 100 
head each season, and herds of 40 to 50 animals were common.7 On the other 
hand, an increasing proportion of the region's food came to be supplied from 
elsewhere. Imported wheat flour was being advertised for sale in Hadley as 
early as 1809. By the late 1820s Rochester-milled flour was widely available 
and in the subsequent decades not only townspeople but many local farmers 
were buying flour rather than growing grain themselves.8 As we shall see, the 
Valley's dependence on outside markets was not complete by 1860, but it was 
established to an unprecedented degree. From being a region concerned largely 
with general farming for the supply of local needs it had become increasingly 
subject to competition from other parts of the country and increasingly engaged 
in the production of cash crops which the south or west could not yet supply 
sufficiently. Beef-cattle, dairy produce and fodder crops became particularly 
important, together with broom-corn and-after the mid-1850s-tobacco." 

The shift toward market production in manufacturing was even more rapid 
and more visible. In the first decade of the century and at an increasing pace 
after 1820, progress was made in building up workshop and factory production, 
based largely on the water-power of Connecticut River tributaries. Distinct 
factory villages grew up in Amherste Northampton and Williamsburg. This 
process involved the replacement of the old household manufactures. Early 
developments in the adaptation of existing grist- and sawmills to use as fulling 
or carding mills, were intended at first to provide a service to the home 
producers of textiles.l>> But from the early 1800s millowners began to take in 
work on their own account or on shares, and thus began the process of centraliz- 
ing production. Some, like the Bodmans of Williamsburg began to extend their 
fulling operations to embrace spinning and weaving.ll However, despite this, 
and despite the appearance of such larger industrial concerns as the Northamp- 
ton Woolen Manufacturing Company (about 1808), there was little direct chal- 
lenge to household production until after the disruptions of the Embargo, the 
War of 1812 and the subsequent flow of British manufactures had passed away. 
Once these shields were removed the collapse of the household industry was 
rapid. For part of her marriage portion in 1824 Elizabeth Huntington of 
Hadley was given as much linen and woolens as she could spin the yarn for in a 
season, and her sisters still spun wool until around 1830. But references to such 
work in family papers disappear after this. Sylvester SmithXs family in Hadley 
stopped making its own woolen cloth in 1822, and references to home-made 
clothe quite common in Amherst account books up to that time, are few after 
the late 1820s.lS Independent textile production did continue in a few places 
but it was rare-most people had begun to buy their cloth, or even their 
clothes, ready-made. 
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Much of the supply of manufactured goods of course came from large 
industrial centers elsewhere in New England and beyond but industrial pro- 
duction within the region also grew rapidly. Between 1820 and 1840 alone, the 
area's manufacturing population doubled, growing in proportion from about 
one-fifth to just under one-third of the labor force.lX The new industries fell 
into three broad categories: textiles and related products, organized in work- 
shops and factories, and relying to some extent on extensive putting-out 
networks; products based on or related to agriculture, organized mainly in 
workshops; and finally-again mainl,gy in workshops-the production of 
tools, machinery and other metal goods.l 

Underlying all these changes in farming and manufacturing was a rapid 
growth in the commercial activity of the Valley. Merchant families already 
established in trade in the late 18th century began to emerge as major local 
figures, while some country traders began to turn themselves into substantial 
merchants. This was the foundation of the commercial elite which was to 
dominate local society for much of the antebellum period. Northampton's first 
bank was founded in 1803 and its second ten years later. Long before 1860 the 
town center was filled with workshops stores and offices. Besides banking, the 
town provided insurance servicesX printing shops and several newspapers. 
Between 1831 and 1860 its total stock in trade quadrupled, from $73,450 to 
$281,800, representing a substantial per capita increase from $20.33 to $44.89 
per head.l' By the middle of the centllry Amherst was also acquiring the 
trappings of a small commercial center-it had its own newspaper, as well as 
substantial stores and workshops. Nor was this commercial activity merely local 
in compass. Of the 350 tradespeople listed in the Northampton business directo- 
ry for 1860, I estimate that about 70 percent also had credit listings with R.G. 
Dun and Company in New York, and the company listed several dozen Amherst 
businesses too. This suggests that at least part of their trade lay outside the local 
area.lf' 

II 
These, very briefly1 were the dimensions of the shift to market exchange and 

capitalist production in the Valley. With local variations, it is a familiar pattern 
and in recounting it we have not really learned much that we did not know 
already. The more interesting question ise how did these changes come about? 
In order to answer this we shall have to examine the household system of the 
late 18th and early l9th centuries more closelye and then analyze the role of 
this system in the dynamic of future change. 

The Valley's economy at the turn of the century still exhibited many of the 
features that Merrill has described in his article on the household mode of 
production. It was not predominantly profit-oriented. The outside market was 
resorted to mainly to acquire necessities that were not available inside the 
region - such as iron, sugar, salt and rum -or in certain instances, to 
purchase luxury items that similarly could not be produced locally. Except 
perhaps in Northampton, the amount of wade generated in this way was small 
until quite far into the l9th century. Between 1815 and 1820, for example, the 
inventory of the one store in Testhampton included about 150 types of goods, 
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but their total value ranged only between $400 and $500-or roughly between 
45¢ and 65¢ for each inhabitant of the town.l7 Similarly crops or goods which 
were sent from the region for sale in outside markets were rarely raised or 
produced specifically for this purpose. They were taken from the surplus that 
was left over after household and community needs had been met. 

Rather than relying on the market rural families supplied their wants both 
by producing their own goods for consumption and by entering into complex 
networks of exchange relationships with their neighbors and relatives in order 
to provide for needs that they could not or chose not toX provide for themselves. 
Although a nzajority of the population were engaged in farming and although 
there were few who had no connection to the land, there was still a fairly 
complex division of labor along with the wide range of skills necessary for local 
self-sufficiency. On the one hand was the division between male and female 
tasks within the household - in which farming and trading were largely 
conducted by men and the preparation of food and the production of clothes 
and other necessaries were largely in the hands of women. On the other hand 
was a certain division between households, and the products of craft skills, in 
blacksmithing, tanning, cooperage and so forth, were exchanged within the 
community for the food, manufactured products or labor of other households. 
In this way, for example, farmers could procure the services of itinerant 
weavers or tailors in return for food, and men like Elijah Norton, who farmed 
in Westhampton from 1785 until his death in 1828, could "carry on his farm, in 
part at least, by making shoes for his neighbors in return for which they could 
work on his farm.''la Cash played little part in these exchanges. On the local 
level they tended to be made directly with goods or labor. A Frenchman, after a 
visit to the U.S. around 1790 described the system as he had found it: 

Instead of money going incessantly hackwards and forwards into the salle hands . . . they 
sup})ly their needs in the countryside by direct reci)rocal exchanges. The tailor and the 
bootmaker go and do the work of their calling at the hollle of the farlller who requires it and 
who! most frequently, provides the raw material for it and l)ays for the work in goods . . . 
[T]hey write down what they give and receive on both sides and at the end of the year they 
settle a large variety of exchanges with a very small quantity of (oin.l ) 

When cash was used it tended to be for specific purposes - to make 
settlement, to purchase imported goods or to pay taxes. Transactions were 
entered in account books and assigned a money value but this was regarded 
primarily as a convenient method of calculation. It did not mean that money 
was widely regarded as having value in itselfX beyond its uses for these specific 
needs. The lists of debits and credits in account books were often allowed to 
accumulate for long periods of time. This was due partly to habit but also in 
part to needs-a farmer might obtain a bushel of rye from his neighbor at the 
end of the winter when his supply had run low7 but he would not be expected to 
repay until either he had goods enough to make the return or the lender had 
work that he needed doing at plowing, hoeing or harvesting. Work was com- 
monly performed with the understanding that it would be paid for at some 
future date in a specific form. We find Dan Huntington of Hadley writing to his 
son in 1825: ;;I have been constantly hurried . . . [h]aving a good deal of wood 
to get this winter! to pay off men hired the last summer about the barn.X"' 
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Settlements were often irregular and when they were made, payment was not 
always in cash. A note might be written, thus extending the debt further, an 
order made out to a third person to provide owed goods or services to balance, 
or goods accepted in payment. When Joseph Eastman of Amherst reckoned 
with Eliphalet Spear in 1810, he found ';due to him in Produce three Dollers 
Eighty Nine Cents," and he made these payments over the following months. 'l 
Judging by the amount of work that was often put in by the adminstrators of 
estates, it is clear that death commonly intervened before peoplesX accounts 
could be straightened out. 

Some examples drawn mainly from surviving Amherst account books, will 
illustrate how these local exchange networks operated. William Boltwood left 
more or less complete records of dealings with thirteen of his neighbors 
between 1794 and 1817. In six acconts no cash at all was used, and in only two 
of the remaining seven did it figure as a significant proportion of the total. In 
most instances, he traded produce from his farm: rye, wheate corn, pork, veal, 
hay, timber, flax and potatoes, or performed day-work, plowing or similar 
services. In 1799 he lent Widow Mary Billings his horse so that she could ride to 
Brattleborough, Vermont, and the next spring he gave her 200 pounds of hay. 
She balanced the account eventually, making a "harnis' for him in 1801 and 
giving him six loads of stone in 1813. Joseph Douglas worked for Boltwood, 
made barrels and hogsheads for him slaughtered his cows and pigs and gave 
him tea, sugar and salt. Boltwood reciprocated with produce, wool, cloth his 
son's work ["Lucius one day . . .1/67t] and the use of his oxen and tools.;22 As 
these examples show, exchanges were made to provide food and to accomplish 
the various tasks of a rural existence. Money was seen not as an end to itself7 but 
as a means to perform these tasks. In only four of the twenty-two acounts that 
Eleazer Cowles of Amherst recorded after 1816 does cash appear at all except at 
settlement times and even then it was in small amounts. Even Asa Dickinsone 
who sold rum, sugar and other imported goods in North Amherst early in the 
l9th century-items which more commonly demanded cash payment-did 
the majority of his business in produce and services. Of thirty-three people he 
served between 1804 and 1806, only twelve paid him entirely in cash fifteen 
supplemented their cash payments with grain, flax or wool and six settled 
without cash at all.23 The more formal instruments of exchange also reflected 
the frequency of non-cash payment. Samuel Smith, for example, gave a note to 
Asa Dickinson in June 1806 in which he promised to pay "for value received . . 
. the sum of five cords of pitch pine wood cut and split[,] d[e]l[ivere]d at his 
dore . . . by the first of October." Such practices were still common over twenty 
years later, when in 1827 Eliphalet Spear sent a third party to Chester E. 
Marshall with a note asking Marshall "Plese to let the Barer hav Six Bushels of 
rye and charge the same to me.ev21 

This evidence illustrates the extent to which the people of the Valley were 
accustomed to rely on their neighbors and relatives for part of their livelihood. 
Whether they traded regularly for the goods and labor of other householdse or 
whether they used the exchange networks more sporadically to tide them over 
seasonal or periodic shortages of particular goods, their economic planning was 
geared to the needs of their households within the context of the local 
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community, rather than to the demands of production for profit in the 
marketplace. 

It can be argued that this system was simply the product of necessity-the 
shortage of cash, perhaps-but the fact that these practices continued in use 
far into the l9th century, and that they were still not uncommon (as we shall 
see later) in the Civil War period, suggests that there was a deeper cultural 
attachment to kinship and neighborhood ties and to a spirit of mutual co- 
operation. Certainly, the system was "functional." It was flexible and to a 
considerable extent met the needs of producers. But it was more than that-it 
was at the center of a distinct culture. It generated its own values, of co- 
operation, of work-swapping, of household integrity and family advancement, 
that were to be influential throughout the early period of capitalist 
development. This is not to say that rural life was idyllic. Individual 
landholding and the activities of families to protect their interests produced 
friction and competition enough, as the proliferation of lawsuits attests. The 
young Hannah Dickinson wrote of Amherst in 1813, while she was a student at 
Westfield Academy, ;'the people are generally avaricious; they want to get as 
much progerty as they can; they are generally honest, but tight in their 
dealings." ' However, although they contained seeds of change, the aspirations 
engendered by these values were different from those which were to grow up as 
the l9th century progressed. As James Henretta has pointed out, ;'success" was 
measured by the ability of families to conserve and expand their resources so as 
to be able to pass on sufficient property to "succeeding" generations. Not 
riches, but a comfortable living was the greatest attainment in life: 

Reason^s whole pleasure all the joys of sense 
Li? in three wordsb health. peace and competenee.2(' 

However, the early l9th century found this system already under pressure to 
change. A number of forces acting in the period following the Revolution was to 
effect a crisis in the household economy which would lead rural society to 
embark on the course of market development that we have already outlined. 
Some of these forces came from "outside" rural society, but it is clear that the 
crucial influences that led to the transformation stemmed from factors intrinsic 
to the household system itself. Together, they helped change the circumstances 
in which rural families were seeking to achieve their aims, and forced them to 
find new ways to reach old ends.;27 

The first disruption, whose impact was intermittent at least until the second 
decade of the l9th century, was the increasing flow of foreign manufactures 
into the Valley towns. From the 1760s on, the availability of cheap British 
clothing, textile products and other goods began to undermine the household 
manufacturing system. The process was interrupted, especially by the Embargo 
and the War of 1812, but its long-term effect was as a leavening process, 
gradually broadening the channels of local trade and increasing the 
opportunities for profit of local merchants and shopkeepers. When the rush of 
American manufactures into the region finally demolished household textile 
production in the 1820s, their path had already been carved by the successive 
influxes of British goods in the preceding 40 to 60 years. 
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A more dramatic disruption lay in the crisis of the 1 780s which culminated in Shays' Rebellion. This crisis seriously affected the operation of the rural exchange system in Western Massachusetts. Credit was stopped, debts called in and hundreds of farmers sued and imprisoned. Trading in goods for imported necessities became difficult. These conditions were temporary, but in the context of a general growth of market exchange in the wider economy, they signalled a systemic weakness. Rural people had to intensify their efforts to supply their needs.28 
Unfortunatelye the chief way in which they had been accustomed to do this, by the acquisition of land, was being closed off to them by the end of the 18th century. This is not to say that there was a general land shortage or the makings of a crisis of subsistence, but that the completion of settlement in the region linked with the inequalities that existed in property distributione effectively limited the further expansion of landholding. Access was made more difficult for families which did not already own land, and new problems of inheritance were posed for those which did. There was a gradual increase in the numbers of landless or land-poor inhabitants, who attempted to make their livings either by selling their labor or by engaging in trade. At the same time, landholders began to cultivate their properties more intensively. From the 1790s onward there was a progressive cutting-back of unimproved acreage and extension of tillage, mowings and pasture.2" Both these developments encouraged the growth of market relationships, by increasing the potential surplus of goods available for trade. Some families, still in pursuit of their long-standing goals of passing on the means of subsistence to their offspring, began to adopt the strategy of using market exchange to obtain them. The growing market economy expanded the possibility of using a trade, some education or some other skill as an "inheritance," and permitted the household system to adapt to the crisis. 

For reasons of family, economy, rather than competitive profit-seeking, farmers and others began to seek new outlets for their produce, and to grow new crops for market sale. Their motives were often simple enough. Hannah Dickinson observed of Amherst, that "most of the farmers fat cattle and send them to Boston, or some other market which helps to supply them with money to educate their children.'3f' Some farmers took up business as a sideline for similar reasons. Dan Huntington of Hadley had a substantial farme but also seven sons and four daughters to provide for. As one means of doing this he entered into partnership with a succession of small merchants, and by the late 1820s was owner of the store in North Hadley in conjunction with his son Edward. Edwardss share of the profits, however were ruot for his own use- they were put towards the expenses of one of his brothers? who was preparing for the ministry at Harvard. 31 As time went on, more families sought outlets for surplus produce, doing so often in small and risky ways. Seth Nims left his home in Conway around 1822 to find work in the South, carrying with him a bolt of cloth with which his parents hoped to raise some ready cash. Their letter to him in Georgia written in the spring of 18239 bespeaks the continuing modesty of many families' aspirations where involvement with the market was concerned: 
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We sent a pice of Cloth by you and we expected to receiY'd the money for it this spring, for 
we are in great want of it[.] If you have sold the cloth and got the money for it[n] if you 
have any chance to convey the money with safety I should be very glad[.] if you could send 
forty or fifty dollars more you would ablige me very much and I would endever to make it 
out to you when you come home. 

After warning him to take care of his health and not to "let money carry your 
mind from things of more importance," they returned to the subject of the 
cloth: "if you can have the opportunity to send us the money for we are 
drove."32 This is evidence not of a family's entrepreneurial spirit, but of its 
attempts to survive. Gradually, however, this involvement with the market was 
to undermine the old culture and the old economy. 

III 
When country merchants, who long had served as the channel by which local 

surpluses had been transmitted to outside markets, began to seek greater 
quantities of produce to trade with, they found, in the first place, that there 
were rural families willing to participate, and secondly, that a system for 
collection already existed in the local exchange networks. Similarly, as the 
availability of imported goods speeded the decline of household manufactures, 
especially in the 1820s, local families relied on these merchants increasingly for 
the industrial goods that they needed. The names of merchants and 
storekeepers began to appear in the account books more often alongside those 
of farmers and artisans, and farmers and sons grew accustomed to performing 
labor and other services for merchants and even factory agents, just as they had 
done, and continued to do, for their neighbors. 3 3 

To an increasing extent during the first few decades of the l9th century 
storekeepers advertised their willingness to sell their dry goods groceries, shoes 
or crockery in exchange for ';farmers' produce" or for specified farm goods. In 
the late 1820s the practice was almost universal. Fields and Dickinson of 
Amherst offered their range of goods for wood, rye, corn, oats and butter, while 
Luke Sweetser - one of the townns leading traders - announced that he 
wanted "Cider Brandy . . . in exchange for goods," and offered "a liberal 
exchange . . . in salt" for flaxseed. Then the Huntingtons were collecting their 
daughter's marriage portion in 1824, they acquired furnishings from a store in 
Northampton, and sent two young sons into town with a fattened ox to make the 
first payment.36 After about 1830 there was a tendency, especially among the 
leading Northampton merchants, to set business on a cash-only basis. From 
what can be deduced, for example, from the surviving account books of the 
firm of Wright and Rust, it seems that most of their transactions were 
conducted in cash in the mid-1830s; while early in the 1840s Dun and 
Company reported that Stoddard and [,athrop Northampton's largest dry goods 
store, was doing "mostly a cash business."' But although by that time the 
practice of quoting lower prices for cash purchasers than for others was widely 
established, few merchants were able to deal entirely in cash. The North Hadley 
store, for example, sold goods worth a total of over $3,350 in 1839-1840, but 
only 18.5 per cent of this value was redeemed directly in cash.9" Into the 1840s 
and beyond, trading with goods remained common - indeed for many 
shopkeepers and farmers, it was probably still the only way of doing business at 
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all. In Northampton, Lewis McIntire advertised groceries for sale in 1845 for 
"Wood, Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Poultry and Farmers' Produce generally," while 
the blacksmith, Edwin Kingsley, still wrote notes to his creditors "for work at 
my shop." In Amherst and elsewhere, payments were still being made to 
storekeepers in goods in the mid 1860s.37 

These practices, rooted not simply in expediency, but in deeply-felt habits 
and values, enabled the growth of markets to complement rather than destroy 
at once the old household system. Many rural families went along with the 
change, but a farmer's participation in this kind of exchange did not necessarily 
signal an immediate alteration in his attitudes toward profit-seeking. Certainly 
he might be sharp in his dealings-as the Hampshire Gazette once commented 
of farmers in Hatfield, they "commonly have their dish the right side up when 
it rains"-but he was not automatically transformed into an entrepreneur. 
Indeed, insofar as the early market sytem perpetuated many of the old forms of 
household exchange, it probably tended to shelter him from confronting this 
option. The merchant who acquired his goods would certainly perceive them as 
an opportunity for gain, but for the farmer the transaction still retained much 
of its old aspect of fulfilling a specific need. He was trading with the merchant 
rather than with his neighbors merely because he had to use his surplus to 
obtain goods that increasingly had to be found from outside markets. 

If there was a continuity between old and new in farming, there was also one 
in manufacturing, although changes came about more quickly here. Under the 
household system, farming and manufacturing had been mutually supporting, 
as this proposal from a song collected in Miller's Falls suggests: 
[She sings:] 

If you will find me ten acres of land 
Between the salt water and the sea sand 
And plow it all up with an old ram's horn 
And seed it all down with one kernel of corn 
Then come unto me and you shall have yo3uar shirt 
And then you can be a true lover of mine. 

The decline of household manufacturing threatened this relationship from the 
1820s onward, as control of production was shifted from family to 
entrepreneur. Rural families, seeking new ways to provide for their own 
support, contributed to the change by sending workers to the new factories or 
by participating in the outwork system. Thus in many instances the labor which 
had previously been devoted to manufacturing tasks for the benefit of the 
household was turned to good account by workshop and factory owners. For the 
people-especially the young women-who entered factory employment, the 
change was often a liberating one, because it permitted them to escape from 
patriarchal authority and the confines of the household. But this freedom was 
gained only by submission to the authority of new masters. Outwork similarly 
held contradictions for the families involved in it. It enabled industrial 
production to remain the home, but, as we shall see, "domestic industry?' 
became an agent, first of mercantile, then of industrial capitalism.3') 

There were a few instances in which farm women were able to continue 
manufacturing on their own account for other members of the community. 
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Carpet and rug making was one such activity which, in the 1840s at least, 
continued partly in the hands of independent weavers, who owned their own 
tools and materials. Mary Nutting of South Amherst wrote to her brother in 
1841 that ';mother will take in all the weaving she can get hold of . . .," and 
apparently this was the woman's major occupation for the next several years. In 
1845 she apparently wove a piece for the house of the president of Amherst 
College, and in July 1847 she was reported to be resting after having woven 124 
yards of rag carpeting.4() But this kind of work was increasingly rare-even the 
tailoring and sewing work that had long been a corollary of household textile 
manufacture was in decline. To a growing extent it was done either in the 
household for the family's own use or it was done commercially by tailors' 
businesses at centralized shops. 

Most women engaged in production had to find work with outside employers. 
Some, especially younger women travelled to work in Eastern Massachusetts, 
or to the factories closer by in Springfield and Chicopee. Belchertown women 
were working in these latter towns from the mid-1820s onwards.41 Until foreign 
immigration reduced the supply of such jobs from the later 1840s onwards, and 
speedups and wage cuts reduced their attractiveness, factory work continued to 
be regarded by families as an option open to their daughters along with the 
other emerging forms of female employment. Harriet Nutting wrote to her 
brother in 1847: 

Eli, what do you think John wants me to do[?] -He told Mothern that if I could keep 
school he thought I was able to work in a Factory-then I could be earning something. 
Had I better send on to Lowell and engage a place?42 

Often these factory women returned home, perhaps to marry, and then 
found employment in the outwork system, so that their participation in the two 
types of labor was sometimes less a function of choice than of their place in the 
life cycle. It is probable that from the 1810s onward some Connecticut Valley 
families took work from distant eastern Massachusetts or Rhode Island 
factories, but this source of employment dried up in the 1820s as factories 
found more stable local labor supplies or came to rely on direct employment of 
workers.43 Howevers new sources of outwork were growing up in the Valley 
itself, at first in small textile mills along the Mill River in Northampton and 
Williamsburg, subsequently in the button trade of Williamsburg and 
Easthampton, and finally in the palm-leaf hat industry, which was centered 
largely in Amherst. 

These sources of outwork gave a new shape to the local economy and played 
an important part in the lives of the families who engaged in them. In 1840 
when the average per capita value of domestic production in Massachusetts as a 
whole was 31¢, in Hampshire County the average was $1.28. Even in 1860, 
when the county figure had fallen to 86¢ rer capita, this was over four times the 
state average and the highest in the state. i Outwork gave women, both married 
and unmarried, a chance to accommodate their work to the needs of other 
household tasks, in the way that had been possible under the household system. 
As Hannah Nutting reported to her brother in 1845 on her own and her sisters' 

* * @ actlvltles: 
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I sewed for Doria Cook, the girls braided [hats]. [T]his week we have took up the carpets 
and cleaned house and made soap and cut five dresses and made two or three sun bonnets[.] 
Amelia has beenf5to the Academy one day . . . all this besides braiding (we won't say 
anything about). 

In this part of New England outwork was an important factor in permitting 
rural families to survive economically during a period of fluctuating farm 
prices and extended market relations. It helped households remain 
independent, and this in turn helped preserve something of the old household 
exchange system into the Civil War era. But there was a price to be paid for this, 
because the very outwork system that helped preserve the independent rural 
household was also a source of the capitalist development that would ultimately 
undermine that independence altogther. The Amherst hat industry provides us 
with a classic illustration of this contradiction. It reflected a common pattern, 
both in the development of small capitalist industry and in the evolving 
relationship between capitalism and the rural household. 

The first palm-leaf hat entrepreneurs were storekeepers, like Leonard M. 
Hills who started his ;'boutique' for hats in Amherst in 1829. Over the next 
decade hat making became an important channel for investment of local 
merchant capital. By the mid-1840s at least ten merchants in Amherst, 
including all the leading general dealers, were involved in the business while 
there were others in Hadley and in such outlying towns as Shutesbury, Leverett 
and New Salem.t(' Some of these merchants' outwork networks were quite 
extensive. Sweetser Cutler and Co. of Amherst had over 280 people on their 
"braiding account't in the late 1840s and early 1850s.l7 They put out leaf to 
local families who split, braided, bound and shaped it. The families then 
returned it to the merchants, who paid them largely in goods from their stores. 
In the winter of 1843 and 1844, for examplee Charlotte Dickinson of North 
Amherst made a total of fifty-nine hats for Sweetser and Cutler, for which 
she received salt, a whip, ribbons, cord and a length of calico. Four years later 
she made thirty three hats for another traderb in this case exchanging them for 
ribbon, candy, tea and ten yards of gingham.68 From the start several of the 
merchants had kept small workshops in which the finishing processes were 
carried out. During the 1840s and 1850s these shops were enlarged, and various 
stages in the production process concentrated in them. Women workers were 
now hired to work in the shops-Oliver Clapp of East Amherst, for example 
had 25 females employed at sewing in the shop behind his store by about 1844, 
most of them paid in goods. Finally in the late 1850s the Hills company 
consolidated most of its production on two factory sitesb leaving only the actual 
braiding of leaf in the hands of outworkers. By 1862 the firm was employing up 
to 200 men and women in its various departments during the height of the 
season. 

Here we can see the interaction that occurred between the market, capitalist 
production and the life of the rural household. Local storekeepers increased 
their businesses by trading for the surpluses of farmers, which they acquired 
by entering the local exchange networks. As they accumulated profits many 
mercahnts expanded their interests into manufacturing and so created a further 
link with the family, this time by giving farm women employment in the 
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outwork system. Finally, they recruited women out of the home to work in their 
shops and factories. The families involved had participated in this process 
initially in an attempt to preserve their old way of life. As it turned out they 
were helping to bring about a radical social change. The old household system 
had a profound impact on early industrial capitalism, but soon found its impact 
turned against itself. "Store pay,n' after all, was a ready adaptation from the 
exchange customs that had long been acceptable to rural families-they had 
traded labor for goods for generations, and here was now an opportunity to use 
it to gain access to wider markets. But in the hands of entrepreneurs, and in the 
context of an expanding cash market the system rapidly became the tool of 
exploitation and a burden to outworkers and factory employees that was to 
make it a target of the labor movement for the ensuing seventy years. As Mary 
Nutting Bridgeman wrote in 1843 of her sister Maria, who had just started work 
in Clapp's East Amherst hat shop, "she gets along real well and if she could 
have her pay in cash she might make it more profitable." > In this and in other 
ways family independence and authority found itself in conflict with the 
dictates of organizations whose concerns were alien to it. As early as 1827, 
Elizabeth Goodell was writing home to Belchertown from her Springfield 
factory with unexpected news: "I want Noble to come down after me the 21 of 
October.... [T]hey have low[ere]d the wages 1 cent and a quarter and if 
any they are not going to give after the 20 of October.'''l Even in the smaller 
workshops similar clashes could develop. Mary Nutting planned a trip to 
relatives in Ohio in the spring of 1848 but before going had to make up her 
mind to break with her employer: 

Mr (,lapp says I must not go until the cUStOIIl work is over. That will probahly })e the first of 
July. But I am not obliged to do exactly as he says. I $ow he wants my help very much this 
summer for several of his old sewers he cannot have. ' 

But the women who worked for the Hills company in 1862 had no such choice 
to make. As Henry F. Hills indicated in a letter, it was made for them by their 
employer: 

B'e are thinking to give the girls a vacatiopsof two weeks comm?ncing alsout July 4th but 
'twill depend on the orders we may receive. ' 

The copartnership of capitalism with its household forebear was breaking 
down, to the permanent exclusion of the old system. 

IV 
For the time being the change was more apparent in manufacturing than it 

was in rural life generally. In certain respects life remained much as it had 
been, and substantial remanants of the household exchange system survived 
into the era of industrial capitalism. Among farmers in particular, old habits 
ran deep. Men like Horace Belding of Amherst continued to trade crops and 
labor with their neighbors in the 1850s very much as their fathers had done 
forty years before. The old practices persisted because they continued to make 
sense in their cultural and economic context. The household system had 
welcomed and complemented market development and not resisted it, and so it 
was able to continue. However, this very situation, and the ease with which 
hosuehold values were adaptable to the needs of market production and 
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capitalist accumulation, were to produce an increasing tension and conflict as 
the 19th century progressed. 

Independence frugality and industry had long governed rural families in 
their strivings for a "competence," but as Austin Loomis recognized when he 
wrote to this future wife in 1820, there was nothing to stop them fastening on a 
further goal. His ambition seemed modest enough: 

As to [my] worldly prosl)ects they ar>) not as flattering as I could wisht hut [I] alls in hopes 
they will be more so shortly. Though riches are not the chief good it is desir?able to have 
the comforts of life, and be in sorne respects independellt. 

But, as he coneluded, "the love of wealth seems natural to all mankind, and but 
very few have sufficient of this world to content them.'''l The urge to 
accumulate wealth became stronger as time went on, and old values came to be 
used for new purposes. A short biographical sketch written in the early 1850s 
could have been the model for a later 18th or early l9th century farmer: 'XHe 
was moral, industrious and frugal, and took a wife possessing the same 
qualities . . .", but it happens that the subject was Samuel Willistone an 
Easthampton manufacturer who had turned these attributes into a fortune of a 
quarter of a million dollars.'' Such men had already discovered a theological 
formula that would justify their attention to worldly allurementse while at the 
same time reassuring them about their prospects in the hereafter: i'Whilst we 
seek for the treasures of this world may we also seek to be rich in faith and heirs 
of Christ's kingdom." '+' These attitudes had a corrosive effect on the household 
system. The local economy was forced to move more closely to the rhythms of 
national trade. Farmers and artisans whose concerns had centered around the 
reciprocal exchange relationships of their neighborhoods died, and gave place 
to new generations who were ready to use their inheritances as means for 
acquiring wealth. Old attitudes towards debt and restraints on speculative 
enterprise became weaker-an increasing number of people were willing to 
sell their property for gain or to mortgage it to raise capital for investment in 
new enterprises. 

To many, the growth of markets and of large-scale manufacturing appeared 
to provide unprecedented opportunities for agricultural profits. But as the 19th 
century unfolded an increasing bifurcation developed within rural society, 
between those who continued willingly to extend their connections with the 
market and those who began to draw back from the system growing up in their 
midsts because they feared its consequences. These people had never accepted 
the notion of a ;drive for profits," and if they accepted the market at all, it was 
simply as a means for securing a competence to be passed on to their successors. 
When Moses Goodell of Belchertown died in 1854, one of his sons wrote of hime 

He always was too honest to get along in the world and get lo b> v?ry ris h. But he rllanagd 
srn?how to just about hold his own. hut I sup)ose it has heen tight ork for thf Xast few 
yt?ars. 

A document from 1852 shows us that up to the end of his life Goodell 
continued to grow the crops that had long been the staples of household 
production in the Valley-corn, rye and potatoes-and that he grew them in 
quantities that can have allowed little margin for cash sales.'7 As a writer in the 
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New England Farmer had advised the same year, 
As a general rule . . . it is better that the farmer should produce what he needs for home 
consumption. He may obtain more money from tobacco hops or brooghcorn, than from 
breadstuffst but taking all things into consideration will he be better off'! 

Many Valley farmers would have answered this question in the negative. They 
continued to use the household system to protect themselves from the vagaries 
of the marketplace. Despite the ready availability of cheap flour from the west, 
for example, local cultivation of wheat in small quantities for home use or local 
exchange remained common. There was no permanent decline in wheat 
production in Hadley or Hatfield until after the Civil MTar, while a New 
Hampshire farmer still felt able to suggest in 1862 that New England would do 
well to "raise more wheat and purchase less western flour." "} 

So although by 1860 the household system had long been in decline, we can 
see that elements of its structure, values and practices remained intact. The rise 
of capitalism in rural areas had taken the course that it did precisely because it 
had grown out of the household economy, and because the old system long 
continued to exert its influence on the new. But there was no simple 
correspondence between the two. The contradictions we have noted in the 
process of change served to promote considerable conflict. As I would like to 
suggest by way of conclusion, the values of the household economy, while doing 
much to ease the transition to capitalist institutions, also provided a basis for 
objection to them. In places there remained the old disapproval of debt and 
speculation. This was linked to criticisms of the divisions in society, which led 
in turn to disapproval of the accumulation of excessive wealth. At times in the 
Valley region this was to gather into a critique of capitalism itself. 

As more and more people became dependent on the market for their 
existence, wealth inequalities grew wider. The late 18th century pattern of 
wealth distribution, in which differentials were related partly to age, as sons 
waited to inherit their fathers' property, was replaced by a new one, in which 
differences emerged permanently on class lines. This situation and the 
devasting effect of successive business crises were common targets for criticism. 
Sylvester Judd, the Northampton editor and historian wondered during the 
1837 slump "whether this gambling, speculating age for money making will 
receive any permanent check," and continued to entertain the hope that a more 
modest way of running the economy might prevail. When George Trask wrote 
his condemnation of tobacco production in the Valley in the 1860s, he did not 
confine himself to criticism of the "loathesome crop" itself, but attacked the 
market system in general, the tragedy of the honest farmer made a dupe by the 
"paying crop," and the ruination caused when prices fell. He had the farmer in 
his story sum up: 

I am a poorer man today than when I began. I have nearly three years' crops on hand. My 
notes are in the bank . . . I have in^ured all my choice lands: and I should have been 
better off had I stuck to my old crops.(' 

Such opposition to the changes that were taking place was sporadic and often 
confused, but there is no doubt that many people were concerned at what they 
found happening around them. The most concerted criticism came in the early 
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1830s, from the Workingmen's Party, which for several years was active in 
Northampton. The party's discontent took a form that looked both forwards and 
backwards-toward a critique of capitalist society, but based on many of the 
values and practices of the household economy. Indeed its very existence was 
predicated on the existence of an alliance between farmers, artisans and 
laborers-Pn ailiance which was rapidly becoming impossible in a world of 
market relations, but which made a great deal of sense in the older reciprocal 
economy of household production and exchange, in which these groups were 
dependent on each other and the distinctions between them were blurred in 
any case. At the base of the Workingmen's program was the claim to "Equal 
Rights," both to the fruits of labor and to participatiLon in the political system. 
The courts in particular ;'operate with peculiar oppressiveness on the poor and 
unfortunate class of the community," and they should be avoided in time- 
honored manner, by settling disputes through the arbitration of neighbors. The 
party attacked the "perversion of government" which kept ordinary people 
from a share of political authority, and explained economic and policital 
inecIualities in terms which implied a direct criticism of capitalist accumulation 
and market exchange. Grave dangers arose from the ';monopoly of wealth and 
income in the hands of the few" and from "the union of Political Power with 
the monopoly of wealth." And as George Bancroft wrote in a nomination letter 
in 1834, "where the people possess no authority their rights obtain no respect 
and the gulf between the rich man and Lazarus grows wider and deeper.et 
Moreover, this danger was inherent in the very operation of a market economy: 

When the merchant demands that his int?rest should prevail over those of 
liberty, . . . when the usurer invokes the aid of society to enforce the lsontracts which he 
has wrung without mercy from the feverish hopes of yressing nevessityt it is the clamor of 
capital which, like the grave, never saysv It is enough.t 

This represented the high-point of critical activity in the Valley. But the ideas 
of the Workingmen's party, its claims to political equality and the fruits of 
labor were diffused into various channels and had their effect in shaping the 
temperance and abolition movements, the early labor movement and, to a 
degree, the policies of the M&hig and Democractic parties. In this way values 
originally engendered by the household economy continued to be put to new 
uses even after capitalist dominance had been established, and they became 
merged with newer ideas thrown up by the problems of a changing society. As 
Judd wrote in his diary in 1843, after he had heard in a sermon the common 
assertion that ;'all the distinctions in society [are] from God," 

Many of the distinctions and inequalities among men come from the selfishness the avarsce 
and ambition of those who call themselves upper classes, who have governed the world for 
their own lenefite and not for the advantage of th] many.f)2 

It was becoming increasingly clear as the century passed its mid-point that the 
world of the market and of capitalist production was tying up "the many" in 
lines of exploitation and of class division that created new barriers in rural 
society. Their misfortune was that the values of household integrity, and of 
neighborhood co-operation and reciprocity, the only refuge from this condition 
that they knew of, had lost their effectiveness as a cohesive political force. 
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These values had drawn them into a new system, but had no longer the power to 
get them back out. 

Harvard University Christopher Clark 
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the Family and Life in Hadley, written in letters to H.F. Quincy," (boundt undated typescript, 
Porter-Phelps-Huntington House), pp. 45-46, 50; and that to Sylvester Smith in Judd MS., "Had- 
ley" vol. II1, p. 15. For Amherst see, for example, Joseph Eastman and Chester Marshall, Account 
Book, 1801-1835 (Boltwood Collection, Jones Library, Amherst). I am grateful to The Jones 
Library, lnc., for permission to quote from manuscripts in the Boltwood Collectionv hereafter cited 
as 'sBCJL." 

13. U.S., (erlsus for 1820 (Washington, 1821), book 1; Sixth (ensus or Wnumeration. ol the 
Inhabitants of the United States . . . in 1840 (Washington, 1841). 

14. See the Massachusetts Censuses of Manufacturing for 1837, 1845 and 1855. A survey of 
manufacturing in Northampton and Williamsburg is available in Hannay! 'iChronicle of Industry 
on the Mill River," passim. For other towns, the best compilations are in town historiese but for an 
analysis of Amherst industry, see George R. Taylor, ';The Rise and Decline of Manufactures and 
other matters,' in Essays in Amherst's History (Amherst, 1978) pp 43-77 

15. There is an account of Northampton during the 1840s in Henry S. Cere, Reminiscences of Old 
Northampton ([Northampton], 1902): for statistics, see Mass., Valuationst 1831* 1841, 185()* 186(). 

16. Northampton Business Directory (Northampton, 1860); R.G. Dun and Co., Credit Reportst 
Massachusetts, vol. 46 (t)un and Bradstreet Collection, Baker Library, Harvard Business Schoolt 
used with permission). 

17. Sylvester Judd, "Book of Fragments," (MS. Collection, Forbes Library)^ entries for April 1815 
and July 1820. 

18. Samuel Wright, We.sthampton I,ocal History (3 vols.. unpublished typescri)t. n.d.* Forbes 
Library): 1, 68. 

19. Etienne Claviere and Jacques Pierre Brissot, quoted in Fernand Braudelq (8a)italism ancl 
Material l,ile, 1400-1800^, translated by Miriam Kochan (New Yorkt 1974)* p. 335. The following 
discussion of this question owes much to Merrill's article cited in note 3. above. 
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20. Dan Huntington to Edward Huntington, Hadley, January 14, 1825 (Porter-Phelps-Huntington 
House). 

21. Joseph Eastman and Chester Marshall, Account Book cited in note 12. above. 

22. MJilliam Boltwood, Account Book, 1789-1830 (BCJL). 

23. Eleazer Cowles, Account Book, 1784-1849; Asa Dickinson, Account Books, vol. lI, 1804-1811 
(both in BCJL). 

24. Asa Dickinson, Account Books, vol. ll, entry for June 6, 1806; Eastman and Marshall, Account 
Book, fragment dated January 30, 1827. 

25. Hannah Dickinson, "Ceography of the Town of Amherst," (MS. composition, Westfield 
Academy, 1813, BCJL). 

26. See Henretta, "Families and Farms," p. 30; the couplet was printed on the cover of a bound 
notebook belonging to Sylvester Judd, now Judd MS., "Sunderland" (Forbes Library). 

27. The notion of a crisis in household production is suggested in Merrill, "Cash is Good to Eat." 
The social history of Shays' Rebellion and other aspects of this crisis in western New England 
remain to be treated thoroughly. l have been helped in drawing the brief summary that follows by 
conversations and correspondence with Nancy Folbre and Patricia Wilson. 

28. See Martin, "Merchants and Trade," esp. p. 145, for comments on trading difficulties in this 
period. 

29. Acreage figures are in Mass., Valuations, 1791 and 1831. A check on the pattern in Amherst in 
the first two decades of the l9th century, using town valuation lists for 18()2 and 1822 (Town 
Clerk's Office, Amherst Town Hall), suggests that while the total acreage of settled land had 
stopped growing and while population was rising at an average rate of over 2() per cent per decade, 
there was only a slight fall in the average landholdings within the town of its resident taxpayers- 
from 56.7 acres to 52.6 acres. There was, however, a substantial increase in the proportion of 
improved acreage to the total, from 20.6 per cent in 18()2 to 47.2 per cent in 1822. This suggests 
that families which owned land in the late 18th century were often able to provide for themselves 
by expanding onto their reserves of unimproved land. Families with little or no land at the turn of 
the century or with large numbers of heirs, would presumably have been forced to start moving 
out of the area, to accept wage labor or to enter a non-farming business on their own account. This 
leads me to the tentative suggestion that it was inequalities in access to land, rather than a general 
problem of "overcrowding," that helped produce the crisis in the household system. (See Kenneth 
Lockridge, "I,and, Population and the Evolution of New England Society, 1630-179(>; and an 
Afterthought." in Stanley N. Katz, ed., (8olonial America: },ssays in Politics antl KSocial Develop- 
ment (lst edition Boston 1971): 467-491.) Almost certainly, average family si7.e reached a peak in 
this region at the end of the 18th century; in nearby Deerfield, the maximum mean completed 
family size found by H. Temkin-Greener and A.C. Swedlund was 7.8 children, for women of 
childhearing age hetween 1756 and 1809 ("Fertility Transition in the Connecticut Valley, 1740- 
1850," forthcoming in Population KStudies, table 2.) Overall population density was also increasing 
quite rapidly: in Amherst it rose from 24.4 peol)le per square Illile in 1765 to 46.7 in 179() and 69.2 
in 1820, and the figures for Hadley were 23.5, 36.1 and ti4.2 reswetively. (Taylor, "The P{ise and 
Decline of Manufacturing," p. 48* table 1.) But these densities were low hy European standards. 
Much more research is needed on the land question. 

30. Hannah Dickinson, "The Farmer's Annual Employment*" (MS. composition, Westfield Acade- 
my 1813* 13(4JL). 

31. Theodore Huntington, "Sketches," p. 57. 

32. Israel to Seth Nims, Conway, May 3, 1823 (BCJL). 
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33. For supplies by farmers to factories, see Taylor, i'Rise and Decline*" pp 65-66, which discusses 
data in the McLarle Report (1832) relating to produce delivered to the Amherst Cotton Manufactur- 
ing Co.; see also Joseph F. Warner, Account Book, 1851-1858 (MS. Coll., Forbes Library), which 
records supplies made-in return for goods-to Josiah Hayden's comany store in Williamsburg. 

34. New kXngland Inquirer, November 22, 1827 and lanuary 24* 1828. For the Huntingtons, see 
Theodore Huntington, "Sketches" p. 45. 

35. One ledger, dated 1827-1839, from the store of Ansel MIright and Theodore Rust, survives in 
the Forbes Library's MS. Coll.. For Stoddard and Lathrop, see Dun and Co.. Reports. Mass.* vol. 46. 
p. 102 (Dun and Bradstreet Coll., Baker Library). 
36. Ledger for the store at North Hadley, 1839-1840 (Porter-Phelps-Huntington House). Even if 
we add the amount given in notes the total reaches only 42.5 per cent of repayments. 

37. The advertisement is in Hampshire Herald, November 4! 1845. Kingsley's notes are in the 
collection of loose papers enclosed in the supplement to his account book, in the MS. Coll., Forbes 
Eibrary. For later references to Amherst, see the account books of Noble Dickinson and Horace 
Belding and the pal)ers of Asahel Goodell in BCJL. 

38. Helen H. Flanders, comp., Ancient Ballads Traditionully kSung in New England (4 vols.. 
Philadelphia 1960-1965):1, 77. 

39. For the argument that it was not the "Protestant Ethic," but the "tenacious resistance . . . of 
pre-capitalist labour," that lay behind the development of industrial capitalism in Europe, see Hans 
Medick! "The Proto-industrial Family Economy: The Structural Function of Household and 
Family during the Transition from Peasant Society to Industrial Capitalism," Social Slistory 3 
(October 1976): 291-315. On outwork in Europe see also Rudolf Braun, "The Impact of Cottage 
Industry on an Agricultural Population'! in David S. Landes, ed., The Rise of (apitalism (New 
York, 1966) and Franklin Mendels, "Proto-lndustrialization: The First Stage of the Industriali7,a- 
tion Process." Journal of E,conomic History32 (1972): 241-261. 

40. Mary to Eli Nutting, Amherst. September 29. 1841: Hannah to Eli. June 6. 1845: Harriet to 
Eli, July 3, 1847 (Nutting Correspondence, BC1L). 

41. Elizabeth to Susanna Goodell! Springfield! August 25. lS27: Susanna to Moses and Susanna 
Coodell, (z.abotville [Chicopee], April 8, 1837 and February 7. 1838. (M.%/. Goodell Pawrs. BCJL). 

42. Harriet to Eli Nutting, Amherst, October 23. 1847 (Nutting (>orrespondence. BCZJL). 

43. See Johnathan Prudee "The Coming of lndustrial Order: A Study of Town and Factory l.ife in 
Rural Massachusetts 1813-1860," (unpublished Ph.l). dissertationt Harvard 1976)* pp 85^ 88 
table 111. 

44. Tryon, Household Manufactures, pp. 314-315. table XVlil. 

45. Hannah to Eli Nutting, June 6 1845 (Nutting Corresp. B(4JI,). On the importance of outworkt 
see Prude, "The (tjoming of Tndustrial Order," p 93. 

46. See advertisements in Hampshire ancl Franklin DJxpr?.ss 1845-1848. For Loonard M. Hills. see 
Edward (:arpenter and Charles Morehouse, History of tl1e Town ol Amherst, MassachusettsF 
(Amherst. 1896), p. 195 and Dun and C,o.* Reports. Mass. vol. 4t)* Pl)@ 1* 4!7 (Dun and Bradstreet 
Coll.* Baker Library). 
47. Sweetser Cutler and (o., Ledgers (B(JL). 

48. (,harlotte Oickinson, Account Books 1812-1848 (BCJL). 

49. Carpenter and Morehouse! History of Amherst, p. 3e: Taylort "Rise and l)ecline*" 1}ls ()()-61: 
see also A m herst Record May 3! 1871. 
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50. Mary Nutting Bridgeman to Eli Nutting, AIllherst, April 24, 1843 (Nutting Corresp., BCJL). 

51. Eli%abeth to Susanna Goodell, Springfield, August 25 1827 (Goodell Papers, BCJL). 

52. Maria to Eli Nutting, Amherst, March 12, 1848 (Nutting Corresp.). 

53. Henry F. Hills to Adelaide Spencer, Amherst, June 19, 1862, in Isabelle Carlhian, "The Hills 
Houses in Amherst*" (unpublished pal)ere Hampshire College, 1973, copy in BCJL), apl)endix. 

54. Austin IJOOI11iS to Mary DickinsonZ Bolton, (It., April 7, 182() (Austin Loomin Papers, BCJI,). 

55. A. Forbes and J.W. Green, The Ric11 Men of Massachusetts (Boston, 1851), Pl) 143-144. 

56. 1,oolllis to Dickinsont cited in note 54, above. 

57. Nathaniel D. to Asahel CoodellF Sacramentot December 26, 1854 (Goodell Papers); Moses 
CoodellF Rental AgreeIllent with John Thayert Belchertown, February 13, 1852 (Goodell Papers). 

58. Quoted in Danhoft Change in Agriculture, p. 23. 

59. Pabst "Agricultural Trends," p. 54; Levi Bartlett "Wheat Growing in New Hampshire" in 
Report of the (tommissionerfor Agriculturefor the Year 18f)2 (Washington, 1863)* pp 96-104. 

60. In Northampton by 1860 the richest decile of the pol)ulation controlled 72 per cent of the 
town's real and personal estate, while the poorest six deciles held no recorded prol)erty at all 
[Robert I)ohertyt KSociety anel Power: I;¢'ive New Englant(l Toun.s, 1800-1860 (AIllherstt 1977), p. 47* 
tahle 5.1]: the distinction in Amherst was not as sharpt but still elear-th? richest decile owned 
nearly half the town's wd>ealth (Amherst Valuation I.istt 186()* Town (lerk's Officet Amherst Town 
Hall). On the 18th century see John J. Waters "Patrirllonyt Succfession and Social Stability: 
Cuilford (.onnecticutt in the Eighteenth Century*" Pers)detetilve.s in Anr1eriteezn ISi.story 1() (1976): 
131-16f). Judd's conlments are in Judd MS., "Miscellaneous" vol XIVt 1)l) 28f)-287 and in his 
"Notehook" vol. lt entry for October 1* 1839 (MSS. in Forb>?s I,ibrary). 

61. On the B'orkingmen's Partyt see Hamp.shirte (;az?ttdeF S(pttelllbter 8 and 15^ 183(): October 22 
and 2()* 1834. This brief summary of the party's ideas is taken frolll rdfesolutions or addresses 
l)rinted here. Bancroft's letter was published in the (azf?tten October 8* 1834. 

()2. Judd 'iNotehook^" vol. II .lanuary 31^ 1843. 
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